
Marion (24 years)

Education Highest Education Level: Abitur
Studies: Jura

Languages German - Mother tongue
English - Fluent (B1 / B2)
French - Basic (A1 / A2)
Spanish - Basic (A1 / A2)
Chinesisch - fließend sprechen, nicht schreiben

Clothing measurementsHeight: 1.63 m
Clothing size: S

Experience
- worked as hostesse and did promotion on several events (surveys, Fotobox)-
barkeeper in the 4-Stars Victor’s Residence Hotel - Promotion for several
companies on events and in malls (eg. Mannheimer Morgen newspaper) -
Promotion for food (preparation, cooking, decoration) - waitress in a hotel/restaurant
- inventory counting in Purelei’s warehouse - filling in and serve the drinks to the
fans at soccer match (also worked at the grill) - catering, working in a food truck at a
torpedo event - catering on Christmas Events

Recent Jobs & Reviews
Frühstücksservice
(1 day in Mannheim for Holiday Inn Mannheim GS Star GmbH)

Interroll Sommerfest
(1 day in Obrigheim for L7 Bistro by Sebastian Biehler Catering)

Eventcatering Carlisle
(1 day in Mannheim for StreetQuizine GmbH)

Kloster Neustadt Bildungs- u. Gästehaus
(1 day in Neustadt for KLOSTER NEUSTADT, Bildungs- und Gästeha...)

Servicekraft Frühstück
(1 day in Mannheim for Motel One Germany Betriebs GmbH)

Kloster Neustadt Bildungs- u. Gästehaus
(1 day in Neustadt for KLOSTER NEUSTADT, Bildungs- und Gästeha...)

Uni Mannheim
(1 day in Mannheim for Wunderbar Communications GmbH)

Tagung
(2 Days in Mannheim for L7 Bistro by Sebastian Biehler Catering)

Servicemitarbeiter
(1 day in Mannheim for Holiday Inn Mannheim GS Star GmbH)

Flyer Promotion
(1 day in Frankenthal for bohei GmbH)
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